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Abstract: The Fécamp Psalter is a Norman illuminated manuscript produced
around the year 1180. It contains a portrait of its patron kneeling in prayer and
turned towards the Beatus page. This person is to be identified with a high-ranking
woman of the Angevin state. Her appearance and her position in the manuscript,
together with certain related contemporary visual examples, permit us to
hypothesize about her identity. The study of this artistic commission also helps us
to understand better the processes of patronage that operated between individuals
and monastic houses in twelfth-century Europe, and enriches our understanding
of the concepts of female self-awareness and biblical pre-figuration in medieval art.

Now partially digitised, the Fécamp Psalter, made around the year 1180 in the
Norman Abbey of the same name, is one of the oldest manuscripts preserved
in the Dutch Royal Library at The Hague.1 Its rich programme of illuminated
miniatures includes a Calendar, a Christological cycle and a portrait of the
patron of the manuscript shown kneeling opposite the Beatus page. This
miniature marks the end of the full-page cyclical decoration of the book and
the actual beginning of the text of the Psalms. The identity of the patron figure
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is still a mystery, partly because specific studies of the illumination of the
Fécamp Psalter have, in general, been lacking. Indeed, knowledge about
illuminated manuscript production at the Abbey of Fécamp is generally poor,
probably because of the dispersion of its library in the Early Modern period.
Studies on the Fécamp Library have thus lagged behind those on other Norman
monastic communities, particularly the Mont Saint-Michel. Yet the high quality
of pictorial work in the Fécamp Psalter and the vividness of such scenes as its
Calendar illumination have made the manuscript a much used source for
illustration of everyday medieval life. To shed light on the milieu and possible
identity of the patron of this luxury manuscript will, it is hoped, advance our
understanding of the nature of artistic patronage in the Angevin kingdom in
the late twelfth century. In addition, study of the available evidence of the
manuscript’s historical context facilitates further exploration of the artistic and
cultural interaction between high-ranking laymen and women and members of
monastic communities at this time. In the same vein, the association of Old
Testament symbolism with the portrait of this patron can evoke the nature of
the shared experience between a powerful biblical figure and an equally
forceful Angevin personage.

A FORGOTTEN MASTERPIECE OF DUCAL NORMANDY
This Psalter is the best extant example of an illuminated manuscript produced
in the Norman Abbey of Fécamp but has not always featured in art historical
scholarship. The historian of medieval art Charles Dodwell, writing in the
1950s, was ignorant of its existence, believing that the scriptorium of Fécamp
produced nothing of quality after the first decades of the twelfth century. 2
Indeed, the first and only published mention of this Psalter in modern research
has been the two-page entry in the Catalogue of Romanesque Illuminated
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Manuscripts published by Walter Cahn in 1996.3 Investigation into the Abbey’s
scriptorium has been largely confined to a PhD thesis on its library which is
being undertaken by Stéphane Lecouteux at the University of Caen;4 and
nowadays, the remains of the Abbey’s library are spread over different
institutions across France and other centres in Europe. A quick look, however,
at the decoration of Fécamp’s illuminated manuscripts shows a style based on
drawings of complicated vegetal and geometric patterns in which
compositions with red and black inks pre-dominate, in a similar way as they
do in manuscripts made at this time at Jumièges.5 The Fécamp Psalter is the
outstanding creation of the Fécamp scriptorium. No other decorated psalter,
with full-page illuminated scenes, has come down to us from the Norman
community at Fécamp. We tend to imagine, however, that the monks of the
abbey certainly produced different typologies of manuscripts for their own use,
including psalters. As we shall see later, the uniqueness of the Fécamp Psalter
is, in fact, the result of very particular circumstances: the patronage of a highranking lay woman.
The artistic significance of this manuscript lies in the visual programme
of its full-page illuminations. The first twelve folios display representations of
the months of the year. These images are either unique full-page
personifications of individual months, or scenes divided into two spaces with
different depictions of everyday life throughout the year (Image 1). This fullpage decoration is combined with an actual Calendar, which lists, one by one,
the daily feasts celebrated in the religious community. It also depicts the zodiac
symbols in small squares to the right of the text. This Calendar, with its unusual
degree of detailed illustration, precedes a Christological cycle that begins on
fol. 14v with the episode of the Annunciation. Fifteen other full-page depictions
follow: the Visitation (fol. 15r), the Nativity (fol. 16v), the Three Magi (fol. 17v
and in clear visual relationship with the Mother of God Enthroned on fol. 18 r)
3
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(Image 2), the Baptism of Christ (fol. 19r), the Conspiracy of the Priests against
Christ (fol. 20r), the Kiss of Judas (fol. 21v), the Flagellation of Christ (fol. 22r),
the Three Maries at the Tomb (fol. 23r), the Harrowing of Hell (fol. 24v), the
Incredulity of St Thomas (fol. 25r), the Ascension (fol. 26v), and Pentecost (fol.
27r). This cycle is followed by a representation of the female patron (fol. 28v,
Image 3) kneeling in prayer she turns towards the illustrated Beatus page
opposite, which introduces the text of the Psalms. (fol. 29r, Image 4). The
binding shows that a number of folios are missing. This point is confirmed by
the absence of some of the classic scenes usually presented in similar
Christological cycles, and by the fact that the illustrations were clearly planned
to be presented in related pairs. Thus the Presentation in the Temple, the Entry
into Jerusalem, the Crucifixion or Christ in Majesty, would all have been likely
part of the original cycle.

BYZANTINE INFLUENCES IN THE FĖCAMP PSALTER
Certain Byzantine influences are clearly present in the decorative programme
of this Psalter. The rendering of the Virgin enthroned on fol. 18 r, for example,
recalls Byzantine versions of the same iconography in Eastern manuscripts and
icons.6 Mary’s hieratic aspect, the richness of her clothing, and the abundant
use of gold leaf are clear demonstrations of this ancestry. This Byzantine
influence is likely to have come to Normandy by way of the Ottonian Empire,
where the leading scriptoria under the tenth, early eleventh-century Saxon
dynasty, such as at Echternach, had shown similar developments earlier.7
The connection of these influences with Fécamp was probably
established through the role that the Abbey of Cluny played in its history,
especially throughout the eleventh century. In 1001, the former Cluniac monk,
William of Volpiano, then abbot of St Benignus in Dijon, was called to
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Normandy to start the reform of Fecamp’s community.8 Around the year 1000,
Cluny had been the catalyser of a wave of tenth-century Byzantinizing German
art, which spread its influence throughout the French principalities by way of
Cluny’s reform of its daughter-houses.9 Indeed, it is probable that the models
for the Fécamp Psalter came from Cluny in one of the several documented
arrivals of monks and material from Burgundy during and after the abbacy of
William of Volpiano, which ended in 1031.10

THE FÉCAMP PSALTER AND CONTEMPORARY ENGLISH
MANUSCRIPT ILLUMINATION
The production of the Fécamp Psalter is also linked to English manuscript
illumination. The Copenhagen Psalter (Danish Royal Library, Ms. Thott 143 2º)
is a contemporary manuscript produced in York around 1175.11 This
manuscript is decorated in very colourful tonalities and has several scenes that
are missing from the Psalter in The Hague. However, the similarities between
the two manuscripts, especially in terms of iconography and composition, are
strikingly precise (Images 5, 6). The Norman churchman Henry de Sully briefly
held the archbishopric of York during the 1140s, therefore establishing a link
between the Abbey of Fécamp and the English see.12 Henry was the nephew of
King Stephen of England, and the eldest son of the king’s brother William,
count of Blois. His background assured him of a meteoric rise to ecclesiastic
power. After a failing bid for the bishopric of Salisbury, he obtained the abbacy
of Fécamp in 1140. He launched his bid for the vacant Archbishopric of York
immediately afterwards. Pope Innocent II, however, soon put an end to these
ambitions. Before the end of the year, and under Papal pressure, De Sully
decided to leave York and become head of Fécamp, where he remained as
abbot until his death in 1187.13
5
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The production of the Copenhagen Psalter around 1175–1180 could
indicate that the iconographical models used for its illumination had come in
fact from Fécamp rather than vice versa, possibly a direct consequence of
Henry de Sully’s presence in York in the early 1140s. Alternatively, they may
derive from a later manuscript exchange between Normandy and England,
after, that is, Henry had been elected abbot of Fécamp. He could have brought
with him from Normandy a complete manuscript or model book in the 1140s,
or else the authorities in York may have requested this of him some time in the
following decades. There are some documented examples of similar petitions
by Norman churchmen in charge of English communities, which date from the
late eleventh- and early twelfth-centuries. The case of Canterbury has been
particularly well studied.14
The image of the Mother of God on fol. 18r in the Fécamp Psalter is also
important because of the way in which it forms a diptych-like composition with
the depiction of the Three Magi on the verso of the opposite folio (Image 7).
The visual relationship between the two scenes is clear. By setting the figure of
Mary and the Christ Child within their own frame on one page, the artist
emphasises the symbolic importance of the Mother of God.15 This may be the
result of the personal wish of the patron and such an emphasis imply a personal
veneration of the Virgin Mary on the patron’s part, because of the former’s
intercessory role. The same visual device is used a few folios later with the
praying figure of the patron on the left gazing at the Beatus page on the right
(Image 8).
In the case of the representation of the three Magi and the Virgin and
Child, this compositional arrangement may also have been due to the function
that these folios played in the everyday use of the manuscript. It may have been
regularly opened at this page and the image of the Mother of God acted as a
portative object of devotion — an icon — for the patron. The double scene of
6
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the Three Magi and the Mother of God is, in symbolic terms, perhaps
equivalent to the portrait of the patron and the Beatus page that appear later
(folios 28v and 29r), where the position of the Three Magi as laymen who
worship the Mother and Child, may be compared with that of the patron who
symbolically praises King David, traditional author of the Psalms.
The Fécamp Psalter is a work of manuscript illumination whose richness
is seemingly unparalleled within Fécamp’s contemporary and previous artistic
production and whose influence was well felt across the Channel. The reason
for this remarkable creation may be no other than the personal intervention of
its anonymous patron that relied on the Abbey’s scriptorium to create a
manuscript for her private use. The importance of the veneration of the Mother
of God and the likely association between the figures of the Three Magi and the
patron could point towards a major figure in this role from the contemporary
history of the Angevin state.

THE FEMALE PATRON PORTRAIT AND
THE BEATUS PAGE
The presence of high-ranking donor portraits was a constant feature of several
pictorial medieval traditions, including Middle Byzantine, late Anglo-Saxon,
and Ottonian manuscript painting.16 Anglo-Saxon kings and queens, as well as
Ottonian

emperors

and

dukes,

constantly

appeared

in

illuminated

manuscripts, which were mostly commissioned by themselves as a way to
promote their personal reputation in court and ecclesiastical circles. In the case
of the Fécamp Psalter, a woman patron is shown at the beginning of the Psalter
text. The appearance of her haircut and, more remarkably, the presence of a
semi-transparent veil covering her face, are traces of traditional female
portraiture. Covering a woman’s head by a veil or a hood was a classic device
7
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used to portray pious women across Europe in the Middle Ages. These features
of course reflect everyday practices. However, the creation of a full-page
portrait of a high-ranking woman was rare at this time. In early eleventhcentury Anglo-Saxon England, an exceptional portrait of a woman as patron
appears in the Encomium of Queen Emma (British Library, MS. 33241). The
Encomium of Emma of Normandy (r. 985–1052), who was the daughter of Duke
Richard I and wife of King Cnut the Great, was a historical work commissioned
by the queen to narrate the history of the kingdom of her husband. 17 She is
represented enthroned as she receives a copy of the manuscript from the scribes
responsible for the work. Emma wears a crown over a full white hood. She was
the official patron of the manuscript, but she also appears as the subject of the
donation.
The case of the Fécamp Psalter is different insofar as the portrait of the
woman is represented alone, in a prayerful pose oriented towards the Beatus
page. The patron of the Fécamp Psalter is portrayed in a close visual and
symbolic relationship with the opposite page. Her clothing is also particularly
rich. The veil, which is rendered by way of extremely light layers of white
around the woman’s face and over her hair, simulates silk. The figure wears a
necklace from which a golden piece of jewellery hangs, and she has a belt made
of leather and golden parts. The portrayal of these clothes was certainly
realistic, given that the decorative motifs of the robe and the inner part of the
cape are particularly detailed. Sadly, nothing can be said with certainty about
the facial portrait itself. It is remarkably simple but we cannot know whether it
bears a true similarity to a real person. The presence of the veil, although
determinant in identifying the gender of the figure, remains largely symbolic.
Folio 29 (recto) represents the end of the pictorial cycle and the
beginning of the text of the Psalms. The artists of the Fécamp Psalter used a
traditional way to mark this moment: a decorated initial of large dimensions,
8
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namely, the ‘B’ from Beatus (Blessed).18 This letter occupies most of the page
and its profile is made up of lines of a somewhat brownish tonality. In three
places the artist decorated the initial with heads of red horned monstrous
animals. The major illumination of this initial, however, lies in the interior of
the letter. Over a gold leaf background are set two scenes from the life of King
David: he appears as the writer of the Psalms in the upper level and a younger
David faces the Philistine warrior Goliath in the lower space. A simple initial
with a few motifs, and no figurative work at all was often enough decoration
in less sophisticated psalters. However, the Fécamp Psalter displays a complex
concept of decorated psalter illumination, both decorative and illustrative, on
account of the high level of the commission. The composition therefore invites
the viewer to associate the self-awareness of the woman portrayed on the
opposite page with the story of King David, whose life is famous partly because
of the continuous struggles that he faced on both political and personal levels.
At the same time, however, he was also a pious individual. David’s portrait
was preceded by the Christological cycle and was followed by the Psalms, his
alleged poetical compositions. They were read regularly, often daily, by the
pious woman portrayed on the manuscript.19 It is not difficult to conceive a
private setting for the reading of the manuscript, perhaps in the intimacy of her
quarters at night. David acted then as a mediator for prayer — an ancient,
faithful monarch full of love for God. There is room, therefore to suggest that
there could have been a certain willingness to associate the figure of the female
patron with the life of King David, as well as with the iconic image of the
Mother of God and the Adoration of the Three Magi.

9
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THE ANGEVIN ROYAL FAMILY: ANTAGONISM,
MURDER AND WAR
By 1169, King Henry II (1154–1189) had decided to appoint his eldest surviving
son, the fifteen-year-old Henry, co-king of England, associating him with the
crown.20 To confirm this action, he needed the approval of the archbishop of
Canterbury, at that time, his former chancellor, Thomas Becket. Henry had
appointed Becket to Canterbury because, in the King’s eyes, he had been loyal
to him. However, Becket soon proved to be defiant. Constant criticism of
Henry’s policies, especially in terms of his jurisdiction concerning the affairs of
the English Church, created a state of continuous tension between Becket and
Henry. Becket’s transformation as individual and churchman occurred after
being elected archbishop of Canterbury in 1162.21 He particularly defended
ecclesiastical rights over a number of estates across the country, including some
in his diocese, and combated the interference of lay courts in affairs related to
offences committed by churchmen.22
The Constitutions of Clarendon (1164), imposed by the King in order to
reassert royal power, prompted Becket’s exile to the Continent.23 The further
escalation that took place after this resulted in a number of excommunications
that affected Henry’s entourage. Becket in time returned to England and
threatened the monarch himself. The King replied with the order to crown his
son, Henry the Young King, in York in June 1170, challenging the primacy of
Canterbury’s archbishopric against that of the northern see. On the 29th of
December, four knights made their way to Canterbury Cathedral in order to
arrest the troublesome cleric. The Archbishop, after strong initial resistance,
was murdered in front of the altar. Becket was considered a martyr
immediately after his murder and this affair put into question Henry’s
authority, raising a wave of indignation among the contemporary European
10
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courts, as well as by the Papacy.24 The assassination of Thomas Becket would
have been especially appalling in the eyes of Queen Eleanor of Aquitaine. Both
Eleanor and her eldest son, the co-king Henry, naturally feared political and
papal retaliation and their relationship with King Henry II came to a halt.
In the case of Eleanor, the fear was accentuated by the experience of her
first marriage to King Louis VII of France.25 In 1144, personal disputes over the
nomination of the next archbishop of Bourges and Louis’ rivalry with the count
of Champagne, Theobald, resulted in the sack of the town of Vitry by French
troops.26 More than one thousand people were burnt alive after taking refuge
in the main church of the town. This action aroused the strongest of
condemnations by the Papacy and the French Church. Bernard of Clairvaux
subsequently accused Eleanor of influencing the political decisions taken by
King Louis and of failing to show penitence after the Vitry massacre.27 He
promised, however, to intercede for divine intervention to grant offspring to
the childless royal couple in exchange for a quick solution to the turmoil in
Champagne. Later that year, French troops withdrew from the county. The
French royal court validated the position of the archbishop of Bourges and
restored Count Theobald’s powers. In April 1145, the first child of Eleanor and
Louis, Marie, was born.
Be that as it may, Becket’s murder, together with a more general
discontent of noblemen under the rule of Henry, resulted in a major revolt in
the Angevin dominions between 1173 and 1174.28 This uprising was largely
supported by the French and Scottish kingdoms, as well as by the Duke of
Flanders. The factions of rebel English, Norman, Poitevin and Breton landlords
sought to oust Henry II from power and consolidate the position of his son
Henry as the only ruler of the kingdom. Certainly for strictly personal reasons,
Queen Eleanor supported the claim of her son. She had suffered public
mockery because of the constant extra-marital love affairs of her husband.29
11
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Two other sons of the King, Richard (the future Lion-Hearted) and Geoffrey,
Duke of Brittany, also sided with their brother. In political terms, the hope of
Henry II’s enemies was essentially to undermine the ever-growing power of
the Angevin state. With this movement, French, Scottish and Flemish rulers
intended to expand their influence over borderlands by then under English
control, both in North England and, especially, around Normandy. 30 The
rebellion was suppressed more than a year later, after a number of exhausting
campaigns in the Norman duchy and in South England. Henry the Young King
and the rebels were eventually defeated once French, Scottish and Flemish
armies were disbanded, one by one, by English troops loyal to Henry II. The
tensions and suspicion between father and son only increased after the latter’s
final defeat.31
Henry the Young King died in 1183, after several years spent far from
political turmoil and instead participating in amusements such as hunting and
tournaments. As for Eleanor, Henry II had repudiated her at the beginning of
the conflict. She was in Poitiers in 1173 but was captured immediately after the
beginning of hostilities.32 Eleanor was taken hostage to England a year later,
where she was to spend the next nine years, imprisoned in Winchester and
Sarum castles. In 1183, probably aged sixty-two, Eleanor was released.
Accompanied permanently by a custodian, she left for Normandy.33 She stayed
in Argentan and Rouen for more than a year and then intermittently, travelling
across the Channel very often until her death in 1204.34 I should like to suggest
that Eleanor of Aquitaine is the pious woman depicted in the Fécamp Psalter
and that there is considerable evidence to support this statement.
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ELEANOR AND THE FÉCAMP PSALTER
Once settled in Normandy, the choice of the abbey of the Holy Trinity at
Fécamp would have been obvious for the Angevin queen given her devotion
to the community. Fécamp’s community had benefited, in fact, from official
concessions from a very early stage of the constitution of the ducal entity. While
still sire, William Longsword (927–942) had made substantial donations to the
abbey, in the form of estates ownership and grants.35 The prestige of Fécamp’s
community experienced a further impulse when its main church was chosen as
the pantheon of the first two dukes of Normandy, Richard I (942–996) and
Richard II (996–1026).36 The duchy of William the Conqueror, however,
supposed the geo-political consolidation of the southwest of the Norman
territory, with the new ducal town of Caen at its heart.
Yet Fécamp enjoyed further official concessions because of its
importance in the history of the duchy. This endowment fuelled the
transformation of Fécamp into a leading centre for manuscript copying in
Normandy by the end of the eleventh century. The abbacy of Henry de Sully
(1140–1187) resulted in a considerable work of enlargement of the Abbey’s
complex. This ambitious churchman was not only nephew of the former
English king, Stephen, but also cousin of his stubborn successor, Henry II,
Eleanor’s husband. De Sully’s long abbacy at Fécamp witnessed a generous
endowment granted by the Angevin monarch himself in the early 1170s.37 The
reason for this decision, besides any familial bond, was the discovery on 19 July
1171 of two lead cases that allegedly contained relics of the blood of Christ.38
This inventio became the physical evidence that supported an oral
tradition that had been circulating for some time. Contemporary accounts
argued that the presence of this relic might have dated from the foundational
period of the Abbey, in late Merovingian times. Be that as it may, this
extraordinary discovery marked the beginning not only of extensive royal
13
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funding to carry out an enlargement of the complex, but a subsequent influx of
pilgrims as well. By the beginning of the 1180s, Fécamp boasted a solid
reputation in the field of manuscript production and in a relatively brand-new
prestigious category of a pilgrimage centre, home to a first-class relic.
The iconographic contents of the Fécamp Psalter also match the political
scenario surrounding Eleanor’s life. Firstly, the assimilation between the left
parts of the double scenes, the Three Magi (fol. 17v) and the portrait of the
patron, indicates an equivalence between the position of the Three Magi and
that of the patron, a queen. However, the Three Magi have also a clear visual
relationship with the image of the Mother of God (fol. 18r), while the female
portrait faces the Beatus folio (fol. 29r). This combination of a donor portrait and
the giant decorated B is extremely rare in the medieval artistic world, and only
the Helmarshausen Psalter, which we shall consider later, displays the same
visual organisation. The Beatus initial in the Fécamp Psalter displays two of the
most iconic images of King David. On the one hand, he appears as the pious
individual who wrote the Psalms which begin with the giant initial ‘B’ itself.
On the other hand, he appears in his early years, fighting against the Philistine
warrior Goliath (who is naturally depicted as a contemporary Norman
armoured knight). In the Middle Ages, the world of the Old Testament was a
mirror reflecting contemporary issues and even personifications.39 This
phenomenon affected literate men and women, from both the lay and the
ecclesiastic worlds. Eleanor was no exception. The similarities between the
story of King David and that of her own political and family context are
significant.40 Henry II, as Saul, had been a popular monarch at the beginning of
his term. In the late 1150s, he reasserted English sovereignty over Wales and
some neighbouring territories that surrounded Normandy, such as Anjou and
Maine. However, the beginning of the troubles between Henry and Thomas
Becket, leader of the Church in his kingdom, escalated dramatically.
14
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From this time onwards, Eleanor could have considered herself a
witness of a new Saul-David struggle, a parallelism already suggested by
David Bosworth.41 The relations between Henry and Becket naturally recall the
story of the prophet Samuel and King Saul. 42 After initial political and military
successes, Saul lost the favour of Samuel (and therefore, of God). In due course,
David of the house of Jesse was chosen to lead the Israelites.43 David counted
on the support of Jonathan, Saul’s natural son whom David loved as a brother.
In similar fashion, Henry the Young King received the support of his brothers
Richard and Geoffrey.44 The accompaniment of the story of King David with
Eleanor’s portrait may have stimulated similar associations. King Henry II
himself had publically acknowledged that the 1173–1174 conflict could have
been a divine punishment for Becket’s murder back in 1170.45
In the domain of the visual arts there are further associations that might
support an identification of the Fécamp Psalter’s patron with Eleanor of
Aquitaine. In the village of Chinon, between Poitiers and Fontevraud, is the
underground church of St Radegund. The building had been for centuries
home to cults in honour of this Merovingian queen, later considered a mystic,
who founded the oldest monastic community in Poitiers, the Abbey of the Holy
Cross. The underground church was remodelled in the second half of the
twelfth century under the auspices of Eleanor or her father Duke William X of
Aquitaine. It displays the remains of a fresco that depicts Eleanor riding a
horse, together with a similar image of King Henry (Image 9).46 The age of the
queen at this time is difficult to determine, but her hair is of a brownish tonality
and this could indeed imply an early adult age after her marriage with Henry
in 1154, at the age of thirty-two. It is worth remarking that the queen in the
Chinon fresco wears a green cape with a very particular white and blue
geometric motif in its inner part, and that King Henry wears one too. This
motif, overlapping regular lines of blue meanders over a white background, is,
15
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in fact, the same that appears in the cape of the patron portrait of the Fécamp
Psalter. As Dorothée Kleinmann and Michel Garcia point out, this motif is
associated with the royal house, particularly as both characters in the Chinon
fresco wear the same cape.47 Moreover, the same motif appears in a portrait of
Geoffrey of Anjou, father of Henry, in a Limoges enamel from his tomb in Le
Mans Cathedral (c. 1150) (Image 10).48 In the Chinon fresco, the queen wears a
crown absent from the manuscript. The solemnity of the pious representation
in the Fécamp Psalter, as well as the tortured relationship with King Henry
after the 1173–1174 revolt, may have resulted in a more personal and less
pompous image of Eleanor as displayed in the manuscript.
The relationship with Poitiers established by the Chinon fresco is also
confirmed by another element of the Norman manuscript, namely, some of the
names contained in the Calendar of the Fécamp Psalter.49 Besides the presence
of the feast commemorating St Thomas of Canterbury (29th December, on fol.
13r), the two most popular saints of Poitiers are also listed. On one hand, the
feast of St Hilary, the town’s main patron saint, appears on 13th January (fol.
2r). On the other hand, St Radegund, the former queen and local saint whose
chapel contains a fresco of Eleanor, appears listed in the manuscript’s Calendar
on her feast day of 13th August, as Radegundis virg (fol. 8r). The Calendar then
shows a clear connection between the production of the manuscript in Fécamp
and saints honoured in the town of Poitiers where Eleanor spent her younger
years.
Finally, as noted earlier, although this phenomenon was relatively rare,
the Fécamp manuscript was not the only contemporary Psalter in which an
individual female portrait accompanied the Beatus page. This is also the case in
a Psalter produced in the Saxon monastic house of Helmarshausen around
1180.50 This monastic community produced two illuminated manuscripts for
Henry, Duke of Saxony and his wife, Duchess Matilda. These are the well16
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known Gospels of Henry the Lion and the Psalter that is now in the Walters
Museum of Art, Baltimore. This latter manuscript displays a full-page portrait
of the Duchess Matilda standing in prayer (Image 11). Matilda was the eldest
daughter of King Henry II and Eleanor, born in Windsor Castle in 1156, and
wife of the Saxon duke from 1168.51 Disputes between Duke Henry and
Emperor Frederick Barbarossa led to the temporary exile of the ducal couple in
Rouen in 1182. They were eventually allowed to return to Saxony in 1184. The
couple certainly received Queen Eleanor while in Normandy. The production
of the Helmarshausen Psalter is to be dated 1185 or soon afterwards. Matilda
died in 1189. It is possible that Matilda witnessed the commission of the
Fécamp Psalter between 1183 and the summer of 1184, when her mother,
Eleanor, returned temporarily to England. Back in Saxony, Mathilda
commissioned a similar object. Eleanor was then sixty-five years old, an age
that would match her appearance in the Fécamp Psalter. This is probably the
most plausible chronology for the manuscript’s commission.
How the Psalter ended up in the hands of Gerard of Dainville, its first
documented owner and bishop of the northern French town of Arras in the
mid-fourteenth century, is more difficult to determine.52 Gerard was a canon at
the Cathedral of Paris and it is known that he travelled extensively throughout
France. After the death of Eleanor in Poitiers in 1204, the Psalter could have
been handed in as an ex-voto to the Notre-Dame Cathedral of Poitiers, and other
members of the clergy could have acquired it subsequently.
In conclusion, the possibility of Queen Eleanor of Aquitaine being the
patron of the Fécamp Psalter rests on a variety of arguments. These range from
specific clothing patterns present in the Norman manuscript and other
contemporary artworks associated with the House of Anjou to the recognition
of certain similarities of the Queen’s life with King David (in particular, their
shared story of public transgression
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repentance).53
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Furthermore, the historical importance of the monastic community at Fécamp,
its tradition of manuscript production and the inventio of the Holy Blood relic
in 1171, which stimulated the growth of the monastery as a pilgrimage centre,
may well have influenced the Queen in her search for the provision of a
personal prayer book in her late years, such as the Fécamp Psalter. While
patronage activities were often made in the hope of eternal redemption, in the
case of Eleanor, this would have been enriched with her experience of a prolific
cultural and spiritual life, expressed at an earlier period, particularly in the field
of poetry, at her court in Poitiers.54 Perhaps, this personal interest in the arts
was to be portrayed in the coloured relief of her tomb at Fontevraud Abbey —
Eleanor appears reading from a small manuscript that she holds in her hands
(Image 12). In 1183, however, the Queen was an aging woman with an
uncertain personal future, a worried and pious character, a beata mulier.
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